### PRODUCT LINE SHEET

**AIR MOVEMENT**

- **TX-3AMS, TX-6AMS:** Shorter galvanized sheet metal horns for use in limited space
- **TX-3AM, TX-6AM, TX-8AM, TX-10AM:** Galvanized sheet metal horns
- **TX-3AMS-P, TX-3AM-P, TX-6AM-P, TX-8AM-P & TX-10AM-P:** Electrically conductive polymer horns
- **TX-3AMS-SH, TX-3AM-SH, TX-6AM-SH, TX-8AM-SH & TX-10AM-SH:** Stainless steel horn and aluminum base
- **TX-6AM-SS:** All stainless steel horn and base; *Only all stainless steel air mover on the market*
- **4-leg design for maximum stability**
- **Can be used with all sizes of air movers**
- **Adjustable range of angles (55° up or down)**
- **Air movers sold separately**

**DUCTING**

**TX-SAC-N-GO**

In 8”, 12”, 16”, 20” & 24” sizes

- **Storage bag stays attached**
- **No additional parts needed for linking units together**
- **8” unit for use with all types TX-3AM and TX-3AMS**
- **12” unit for use with all types TX-6AM and TX-JF12**
- **16” unit for use with all types TX-8AM, TX-10AM and TX-JF16**
- **Electrically conductive (groundable) SAC-N-GO**
- **Ducting also available (black)**
- **Larger sizes available as special order**

---

**AIR MOVER STAND**

- **TX-3AMS, TX-6AMS:** Shorter galvanized sheet metal horns for use in limited space
- **TX-3AM, TX-6AM, TX-8AM, TX-10AM:** Galvanized sheet metal horns
- **TX-3AMS-P, TX-3AM-P, TX-6AM-P, TX-8AM-P & TX-10AM-P:** Electrically conductive polymer horns
- **TX-3AMS-SH, TX-3AM-SH, TX-6AM-SH, TX-8AM-SH & TX-10AM-SH:** Stainless steel horn and aluminum base
- **TX-6AM-SS:** All stainless steel horn and base; *Only all stainless steel air mover on the market*
- **4-leg design for maximum stability**
- **Can be used with all sizes of air movers**
- **Adjustable range of angles (55° up or down)**
- **Air movers sold separately**

**DUCTING**

**TX-SAC-N-GO**

In 8”, 12”, 16”, 20” & 24” sizes

- **Storage bag stays attached**
- **No additional parts needed for linking units together**
- **8” unit for use with all types TX-3AM and TX-3AMS**
- **12” unit for use with all types TX-6AM and TX-JF12**
- **16” unit for use with all types TX-8AM, TX-10AM and TX-JF16**
- **Electrically conductive (groundable) SAC-N-GO**
- **Ducting also available (black)**
- **Larger sizes available as special order**
JET FANS
TX-JF24, TX-JF20, TX-JF16, TX-JF12
• Most powerful and reliable compressed air driven fans on the market
• 20” and 24” units fit API tank flanges
• All components aluminum or stainless
• Air flow rates independently tested to AMCA Standard 210
• Highest air flow rates compared to any competitive products
• Made in USA

SWING GATES
TX-SG20, TX-SG24
• Can be used with flanges in any orientation and multiple pressure ratings
• TX-SG20 can be used on 20” or 24” tank flanges
• All aluminum or stainless components
• Made in USA
• Magnetic closure device
• Fans sold separately

WATER DRIVEN MARINE BLOWERS
TX-WD12, TX-WD16
• Stainless water motor with brass impeller
• Optional exhaust blade for exhaust operation
• Rugged cast aluminum housing
• Air flow rates independently tested to AMCA Standard 210
• Also available with air motor for compressed air operation

MANIFOLDS
TX-2AMF (15 gal), TX-3AMF (2.5 gal), TX-4AMF (30 gal), TX-5AMF (60 gal), TX-6AMF (10 gal), TX-10099 (safety cage)
• Helps maintain a cleaner/safer work site
• Meets OSHA and ASME code guide lines
• Made in USA
• Optional safety cage (TX-10099) for TX-2AMF & TX-6AMF
• Use with Moisture Separating Systems for clean, dry compressed air

MOISTURE SEPARATING SYSTEMS
TX-MSS-400
TX-MSS-800
TX-MSS-1600
• Eliminates moisture from the compressor with four levels of separation
• No moving parts to maintain
• Deliquescent desiccant for added drying
• Multiple outlets
• Use in combination with additional Manifolds or Portable FRL Systems
**LUBRICATORS**

TX-1/4L, TX-0L, TX-1L, TX-2L, TX-3L, TX-0L-F, TX-1L-F, TX-2L-F, TX-2L-CF, TX-3L-CF
- In-Line lubricators and filter-lubricators from 1.05 fluid ounce to 16 fluid ounce capacity
- Pressure fed and constant feed types available
- Adjustable metering valve
- Made in USA

**HOSE WHIP ASSEMBLIES**

- Numerous configurations available
- 300 psi hose, 500 psi hose, 1000 psi hose, and hydraulic hose (2000 psi)
- Custom whips available

**SCALERS**

Needle & Chisel

TX1B, TX182, and TX456 Series Chisel and Needle Scalers
- Lever throttle, Push throttle, and Coke oven models available
- Vacuum attachments available
- Made in USA

**CHIPPING HAMMERS**

TX-CH-4B, TX-CH
- 2”, 3”, and 4” stroke available
- Round or Hex Bushing
- 4-bolt style includes lubricator with hose whip, quick change retainer and 12” oil point and flat chisel
- Made in USA

**RIVET BUSTERS**

TX-133-RB (Inside Trigger)
TX-133-RB-OT (Outside Trigger)
- Shipped with filter/lubricator hose whip - (TX-8HW-F-1/2) and 12” oil point and flat chisel
- 6”, 8”, and 11” stroke
- Safety bridge for piston retention
- Made in USA

**PISTON SCALERS**

T3 — Triple Piston Scaler
S1 — Single Piston Scaler
- Removes rust, paint, cement and industrial coatings from steel, or can be used to rough concrete prior to resurfacing
- Rugged forged steel body
- Optional REXALLOY™ or carbide tipped pistons
- Optional handle version or air cock handle
- Made in USA
LONG REACH SCALERS

TX2LTCS, TX2PTCS, TX2LRCS
- Heavy hitting 2” stroke
- 48” - 60” long
- For tile and non-skid removal
- Made in USA

CLAY DIGGER

TX30CD (30lb)
- Rugged construction
- 2 chuck sizes available (7/8” x 3-1/4” or 1” x 4-1/4”)
- Clay spades and asphalt cutters available

RAMMERS

TX-00 & TX-70B — Sand Rammers
TX-8-2½” & TX-8-4” — Bench Rammers
- Easy start/stop features
- Optional non-revolving pistons available
- Shipped with a rubber butt
- Made in USA

BACKFILL TAMPER

TX6TN
- Compacts soil around footings and trenches
- Comes with 6” malleable iron butt
- Made in USA

PAVING BREAKERS

TX30PB (30lb), TX40PB (40lb), TX60PB (60lb), and TX90PB (90lb)
- Rugged Thor-type tools
- Multiple chuck sizes

ROCK DRILLS

TX-18D (18lb Drill), TX-29RD (29lb) & TX-60RD (60 lb) Rock Drills
- Rugged construction
- Shipped with lubricator and hose whip assembly
- Multiple chuck sizes
PNEU-LIGHT

- Intrinsically safe
- Compressed air driven
- LED life expectancy – 10,000 hours
- T6 - aircraft grade aluminum housing
- Can operate at a large range of air pressures (40-120 psi)
- Extremely reliable design
- Sealed bearings for extended life
- Floodlight pattern for maximum visibility
- ATEX certification applied for

DUST COLLECTION SYSTEMS

- Conforms to OSHA standard 1926.1153
- Filters down to .3 microns with 99.97% efficiency
- The systems can be located within a 30’ radius from work area to lessen possible silica exposure
- The cyclonic pre-separator removes more than 90% of dust and debris prior to the HEPA filter
- Works with all air powered tools or electric tools
- Portable and easily maneuvered around work site
- HEPA filter has a 2 to 3 year life expectancy and can be washed
- The dirt and debris can be thrown away (no wet slurry that requires additional disposal practices and costs)
- Virtually maintenance free (no moving parts)
- Made in USA

ACCESSORIES

- Grinding aids
- Safety lock cables, check valves, air hose fittings
- Hose swivels and hose connectors
- Screened inlet bushings
- Air tool oil, air tool flush

AIR SCRIBE

- TXAS1
  - Flexible 8 ft. hose and filter
  - Carbide tipped stylus
  - Adjustable speed
  - Made in USA

ARROW TOOLS

- Retainers
- Sleeves
- Springs
- Bumpers
- Chisels and Points for Scalers, Chipping Hammers, Rivet Busters, Paving Breakers and Rock Drills
• Tornado 8, 12 & 16 EXP units are supplied with explosion proof motor with internal on/off switch (NEMA CLASS 1, DIV.1, GROUP D & CLASS 11, GROUP E, F & G)
• Tornado 12 EXP units are approved and certified by American Bureau of Shipping (ABS).
• Heavy gauge, rolled and welded steel housings. No casting to break or crack.
• Rugged steel outlet adapter with welded guide vanes to eliminate rattling and insure a quality product for many years of trouble free service.
• Polymer fan blades standard. Solid Aluminum fan blades are optional.
• Motors are rated for 115v or 230v single phase and 50/60 hertz. Higher voltages and 3-phase motors also available.
• Motor voltage easily changed from 115v to 230v by a single switch located on the rear of the motor housing.
• All explosion proof units are assembled with explosion proof junction boxes, cords and explosion proof plugs.
• All TEFC units are assembled with weatherproof junction boxes, cords and plugs.
• Stainless steel bolts and powder coated housing for longer service life.
• Available Accessories:
  Dual Inlet Adapter
  Tote Cart with Straps
  SAC-N-GO Ducting (8”, 12” or 16” Diameter) (conductive - black and non-conductive - yellow)
  Air Mover Stand

---

**MAN COOLERS**

• Available in 18”, 24”, 36” and 48” diameters.
• Heavy gauge, rolled and welded steel housings. No castings to break or crack.
• Polymer fan blades standard. Solid aluminum fan blades are optional.
• Explosion proof or totally enclosed electric motors rated for 115v or 230v single phase and 50/60 hertz. Higher voltages and 3-phase motors also available.
• Explosion proof motors rated for NEMA CLASS 1, DIV.1, GROUP D & CLASS II, GROUP E, F & G.
• All explosion proof units are assembled with explosion proof junction boxes, cords and explosion proof plugs.
• All TEFC units are assembled with weatherproof junction boxes, cords and plugs.
• Stainless steel bolts and powder coated housing for longer service life.
• Heavy duty casters are standard on all units.
• Wall mounts or stands are also available for all unit sizes.